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Performances Thu – Sat @ 8pm Mar 19th – Apr 9th, 2016
Matinees @ 2pm Sun 20th Mar & 3rd Apr, 4pm Sun 27th Mar
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Noella has had a long involvement with WHO’S AFRAID 
OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? having played Martha in a 
professional production in Sydney in the late 70’s with her 
husband Kevin as George. This involvement continued some 
years later when they formed The Revesby Workers Players 
with the support of the Revesby Worker’s Club. The group 
then toured both in Sydney and throughout NSW as year 
12 students were studying the play for the HSC. Noella is 
delighted to renew her involvement with a play considered 
not only to be one of the best plays of the 60’s, but also 
a hugely successful movie starring the real-life couple 
Elizabeth Taylor & Richard Burton as Martha and George. 

WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? is many-layered with moments of 
pathos, humour, introspection and loads of witty dialogue all combining to provide 
an immersive experience for audiences as they spend an evening in the company of 
George & Martha and their young guests Nick & Honey.
Noella would particularly like to thank her Assistant Director Shane Caddaye 
for his invaluable support & input on many, many levels, and Michael Sutton for 
his imaginative & evocative set. Her wonderful cast of 4 have tackled one of the 
longest plays of the 20th century with enthusiasm, dedication & considerable skill, 
particularly Noel & Kate as George & Martha who barely pause for breath during 
performances – she feels privileged to have this group of talented actors bringing 
one of her favourite plays to such glorious and believable life.

DIRECTOR - Noella Johnson

Shane first met Noella back in 2007 when he cast her as Emma 
in THE SUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL, and this was the start 
of a long friendship with her and her husband Kevin. Shane’s 
involvement with GCLT spans almost 10 years – a long-
time member of the Production Committee, he has directed 
productions, appeared on-stage in musicals & plays and can 
usually be found taking production photos and creating the 
programmes for each show. He wrote and performed the 
theme music for Noella’s 2013 production of THE GLASS 
MENAGERIE, and has designed the sound for a number of 

GCLT productions. WAOVW is Noella’s 7th directing role with GCLT, and she’ll be 
assisting Shane later in the year as he directs HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS 
WITHOUT REALLY TRYING as the final production for 2016.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR - Shane Caddaye
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR - Edward Albee

Born March 12, 1928 in Washington D.C., 
Albee was given up for adoption shortly after. 
In his own estimation, Albee did not have the 
kind of carefree, nurtured childhood one hopes 
for every child growing up. His mother was 
emotionally cold and domineering; his father 
was distant and uninvolved in his son’s rearing. 
Albee’s closest adult relationships were with his 

nanny, Anita Church, and his Grandmother Cotter. The affluence 
of his family did expose him to culture: his nanny introduced him 
to opera and classical music; the library in the Albees’ large Tudor 
house contained the classics of world literature. His unhappiness as a 
child was evidenced by his expulsion from three private preparatory 
schools. However, he found his niche at Choate in Wallingford, 
Connecticut where he wrote a play, a novel, poems, and short stories 
in the manner of those published in The New Yorker. Albee spent the 
1950s living in Greenwich Village in a number of apartments and 
working a variety of odd jobs, and in 1952 Albee began his long-term 
relationship with William Flanagan, who also became Albee’s artistic 
and intellectual mentor. His first major play THE ZOO STORY was 
published in 1958, and was first staged in 1959 in Berlin in German 
to generally positive reviews. After publishing a number of other plays 
with varying success, he completed WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA 
WOOLF? in 1962. Although WAOVW? is now canonized as one of 
the greatest American plays ever written, the critics’ initial reviews 
were mixed. It eventually won all available major awards except the 
Pulitzer Prize, bringing Albee, finally, both the critical and commercial 
success he had always craved. The Pulitzer didn’t elude him for long - 
he eventually won it three times for A DELICATE BALANCE in1967, 
SEASCAPE in 1975 and THREE TALL WOMEN in 1994. In 2008, in 
celebration of Albee’s eightieth birthday, a number of his plays were 
re-mounted in distinguished Off Broadway venues.
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This is Kate’s second production with Noella, having 
appeared previously in her 2011 production of THE 
BOYS, and her sixth appearance on stage at GCLT. 
Apart from Noella’s productions, Kate has appeared 
in GCLT’s COSI (2012), MACBETH (2013), THE 

ACTORS NIGHTMARE (2015) and ROMEO & JULIET (2015). She 
took the brave step into assisting with direction in 2015, and joined 
Noella when she directed Patrick White’s SIGNAL DRIVER - a wonderful 
experience where she learned a great deal from Noella’s experience. The 
role of Martha is ‘the largest and most demanding role I’ve ever been 
given’, but Noella is adamant that Kate was ‘born to play Martha’, and 
her on-stage George, Noel Thompson, has nothing but praise for her 
hard work and talent. The role is challenging, and exhausting, but Kate 
is ‘totally up for it’!

MARTHA -  Kate McNair

WAOVW marks the end of a three-year hiatus from 
the stage for Carmen, but she simply couldn’t resist the 
chance to be a part of bringing such a brilliant script to 
life with good friends. Previously at GCLT, Carmen has 
appeared as Julie in COSI, Nola in THE BOYS  and ‘that 

girl in the bin’ in the one-act play THE ACTOR’S NIGHTMARE. An 
infatuation with Shakespeare as a young lass led Carmen to also play 
Viola in TWELFTH NIGHT, Miranda in THE TEMPEST, Cordelia in 
KING LEAR, Ophelia in HAMLET and Hero in MUCH ADO ABOUT 
NOTHING. Carmen would like to thank her talented mother, Kate 
Alcorn, for labouring over her costume and listening to her natter 
about brandy incessantly from the TV room, and her well-connected 
grandmother, Jann Alcorn, for doing a publicity blitz and providing 
encouragement just when it was needed!

HONEY-  Carmen Trevino
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Noel has appeared previously at GCLT in EQUUS, 
in dual roles in Jennifer Flowers’ production of OUR 
COUNTRY’S GOOD, in Noella Johnson’s production 
of THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING ERNEST, in 
MACBETH, ROMEO & JULIET, COSI and Noella’s 

most recent production, Patrick White’s SIGNAL DRIVER. Noel is 
originally from Brisbane and moved to the Gold Coast in 1999. He has 
performed with Villanova Players, St. Luke’s Theatre Society, Sunnybank 
Repertory Company, Tugun Theatre Company, Tweed Theatre 
Company, and Spotlight Theatre, as well as a season with Mercury’s 
Wings in MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. The role of George has 
required him to learn a huge amount of dialogue, but getting to share 
the stage once again with Kate as Martha (they appeared in COSI, R&J 
and MACBETH together) has really highlighted their similar sense of 
humour - they have both had ‘evil fun’ rehearsing this wonderful show!

GEORGE -  Noel Thompson

Nathan Wright’s debut at Gold Coast Little Theatre was 
in DEATHTRAP back in 2008. Since then he has been 
involved in a few GCLT productions including THE 
BOYS in 2011 – also directed by Noella – for which 
he won a Dolphin award for Best Supporting Actor. 

He is now a graduate of the Advanced Diploma of Film, Television and 
Theatre Acting course at The Actors Workshop and this marks his first 
return to the stage since graduating. Nathan is also a graduate of the 
ACA’s one year acting course (Sydney - Australia), and Newtown High 
School of the Performing Arts (Sydney - Australia). After spending the 
past few years focusing on film projects, Nathan says he is excited to 
get back into the theatre, especially with such a well written play and 
complex role; something well worth the thrice-weekly commute down 
from Brisbane during rehearsals.

NICK -  Nathan Wright
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Noella would like to thank:

* Bev Lloyd & Girl Guides Australia QLD for providing
a rehearsal venue for the show

* Southport RSL for allowing us to rehearse on their premises
* Austin Reid for assistance with props

* Laney McLean for her snap-dragon expertise
* Wendy Barnes for her prowess with a sewing machine

* Bev Lloyd & Eric James for the loan of furniture

Special Thanks

Rehearsal Photos
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Director Noella Johnson
Asst. Director Shane Caddaye
Stage Design Michael Sutton
Lighting Design Eric James
Lighting Operator Glen Collins
Sound Design Shane Caddaye
Sound Operator John McWatters
Props / backstage Wendy Barnes
Prompt Jodie Barnes
Set Construction Michael Sutton, Mike Moynihan
Set Dressing Michael Sutton
Stage Manager Bev Lloyd
Publicity GCLT Publicity Team
Programme & Photography Shane Caddaye

Production Team

Gold Coast Little Theatre  is a participant in the                  
2016 Gold Coast Theatre Awards
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Coming Soon in 2016

Directed by Jim Dickson
Performances 8pm May 14 - Jun 4, 2016
Sunday Matinees 2pm May 15, 22 & 29

John Misto’s

*6 performances only*
Thu 9 - Mon 13 June, 2016
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